Cases And Materials On Federal Indian Law (American Casebook Series)
This federal Indian law casebook has an unprecedented focus on Native Nation-building, including cutting-edge materials on tribal economies and tribal justice systems unavailable elsewhere. The Sixth edition retains classic material on the history of federal Indian law and policy, including the medieval origins of the Doctrine of Discovery, and the shifting eras of Indian law leading to the current Nation-building era. The book covers the federal tribal relationship; tribal sovereignty and jurisdiction; Indian religion and culture; water rights; treaty rights; rights of Alaska natives and native Hawaiians; and international legal perspectives.
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When I received the book, the binding looks as though it has been sliced with a box cutter. I am concerned that it will come apart. I do not have the time to send it back because I need it for my class.

Arrived when I needed it as needed

This book was in terrible shape. Very poor quality.

I’m glad my careless nephew finally got this book back to you. I didn’t use the book myself. It was for one of my nephew’s law classes.